Cinema Queuing

(Difficulty - medium)

Just last week, ten cousins met up to go to the cinema to see the latest blockbuster.

From the clues below, can you determine the order in which they stood in the ticket queue?

Sam was in front of Sarah. Sean was behind Susan and Saoirse. Saoirse was in front of Sive and Stephen. Siobhan was behind Sean, Simon and Stephen. Stephen was in front of Siobhan, Simon and Shane. Shane was behind Simon, Sive and Siobhan. Susan was in front of Sarah. Simon was in front of Sam, Sean and Susan. Sarah was in front of Sive. Siobhan was in front of Sam and Shane. Sarah was behind Susan, Saoirse and Siobhan. Sean was in front of Sarah. Simon was behind Saoirse.
Answer:

Saoirse
Stephen
Simon
Susan
Sean
Siobhan
Sam
Sarah
Sive
Shane